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35 Stock Market Growth Hacks I Have Used Daily to Make $4.3 Million in Profits 

Trade small-cap stocks a.k.a Penny Stocks as       
they are easier than larger companies. 

Penny Stocks are very volatile-which makes it       
ideal for small accounts. 

Be grateful for every single dollar you make. Be         
humble.  

It took me 3,796 trades to get $4.39 million. So,          
small gains add up over time.  

Making money doesn't need to be a 9-5job.        
Some of my post profitable traders only took a         
few hours.  

Never play guess in stocks. 70% of investors fail         
to beat the major stock market indices and        
90-95% of traders lose due to this.  

Every trade in new, but the patterns don't        
change much because human nature doesn't      
change.  

Perfect timing is a myth. So, focus on growing         
your overall net worth.  

Doesn't matter if the market is up or down, find          
opportunities in all markets.  

Losses are not bad if you cut them quickly and          
learn from them, they're an essential part of        
your education.  

Trade 'gimme' set ups. Memorize patterns and       
follow rules to make money.  

Buy Breakouts.  

Shorting Breakdowns is addictive.  Dip buy when support holds.  

Always keep it simple (KISS). Have a plan ready if the stock doesn't go your          
way.  

You don't have to trade everyday, wait for the         
best setups, they will make you rich.  

Never feel uncomfortable in ANY     
trade/investment, if it's not doing what you       
want, just get out.  

Have a goal to make 20-50% within a few hours          
of days.  

Overtime you learn how your strategies and       
various patterns perform. Tailor your trading to       
your personality. 

Use a trade journal. Keep track of your trades;         
the good, the bad, and the ugly. Use a paper          
and pen, excel or Profit.ly. 

Live to trade another day! No 1 trade will make          
you rich enough to never trade again but 1 bad          
trade can wipe out your trading account.  

When there's no great setup, sit in all cash. One          
of my students with $500,000 in profits has        
80% of profits come from 6% of trades! 

Never follow anyone else's alerts. use all the        
info you can of the traders and publicly listed         
research to craft your own strategy.  

If you're going to set goals, be sure to make          
them count.  

Trade the actual stock, not PRs or       
management promises.  



Avoid FOMO since it can and will lead to         
making poor decisions.  

Trade only volatile outliers in ALL markets. It's        
good to have a well-rounded strategy.  

Shorting penny stocks can be VERY predictable       
since majority of them. will eventually fail. 

Start today. The sooner you have trading       
knowledge the more money you will make over        
time.  

use Scans, Software, Charts, Level1, Level2,      
Fundamentals, Pre-programmed strategies to    
look for the hottest stocks each day.  

Avoid scalping when the stock isn't living up to         
your expectations. Just quit or else it will wipe         
out 2-weeks, 2-months, or 2-years of your       
profits.  

Until you have a consistent track record of        
wins, you should never trade large position       
sizes. Always protect your risk/blindside.  

Even if you only trade a few hours a week, treat           
those few hours as a business, not hobby.  

A successful trader as a mentor can speed up your education.  

 


